Use the Right “Cap” for Secure Function

- Motorcraft® offers a wide variety of caps to support the on-going maintenance of every Ford and Lincoln vehicle
- Many are the exact same product that came on the vehicle from the factory

Motorcraft® Radiator Pressure Caps

- Available for Ford and Lincoln vehicles as well as a variety of industrial and farm equipment applications
- Swivel-seal caps are designed to provide increased durability and can now be removed without damage to the rubber atmospheric seal
- Pressure valve springs are made of stainless steel to maintain the calibrated pressure throughout the service life
- Rubber pressure valve gasket resists high temps and deterioration from coolant and additives
- Pressure and vacuum relief features help extend radiator and heater hose life
- Motorcraft® radiator caps employ a “positive low-pressure stop” feature to prevent accidental cap removal

Motorcraft® Fuel Filler Caps

- Extensive coverage for Ford and Lincoln vehicles
- Locking sets are available for dual-tank applications that contain two matching caps with four keys

Motorcraft® Oil Breather Caps

- Designed and engineered to conform to strict emission control standards
- Twist lock and push-on types are available

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.